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Problems of ENDF-6 format mentioned in presentations and private communications (M.Herman, 

D.Brown, R.Capote) on several recent nuclear data meetings can be summarized as following: 

1) Rigid structure not allowing extensions 

2) Fixed number of digits for data presentation (not enough precision for covariance data) 

3) Dropped ‘E’ in REAL numbers (allowed by FORTRAN, but not by other languages) 

4) Impossible to read by a human 

5) Punch-card structure of information (repeating MAT/MF/MT) 

6) Short MAT (4 digits only) 

7) Short MT (3 digits)[, and long procedure to add new official MT] 

8) Extensive usage of MT=5 for many reactions/products 

9) Complex coding needed to read, no standard software support 

10)  [Also mentioned: price to rewrite large codes dealing with ENDF-6 format in case it would 

be replaced by another format/s or modern language/s.]  

11) etc. 

Part-1. Precision of floating point numbers in ENDF-6 format:  

realistic improvement. 

Basic data line in ENDF-6 file stores 6 floating point numbers (11 positions each) and four integer 

numbers: MAT (i4), MF (i2), MT (i3) and NS (i5). What is the possible maximum accuracy of the real 

numbers in ENDF-6 basic data line which can be read by standard FORTRAN READ statement? ENDF-

6 Manual declares precision on the levels of 5, 6 and 7 digits, but theoretically correct answer is 11. 

Of course, the answer 11 is valid only for positive values between 1e+10 and (1e+11 - 0.5), and in 

practice answer depends of the values of data.  

Single and double real floating point numbers in IEEE standard have values in the range shown in the 

table below, though usually we assume that mantissa has precision 7 and 15 digits and exponent has 

limits ±37 and ±307.  

Range: from To 

REAL*4 (single precision) ±1.17549435 e-38    ±3.40282347 e+38  

REAL*8 (double precision) ±2.2250738585072013 d-308  ±1.7976931348623158 d+308  

Having width =11 symbols, normally, we can present most of our data with precision 5 digits 

(mantissa) with 2 digits assigned in exponent: [±.12345±E12 ]. Program can write data to ENDF-6 

file using simple FORTRAN statement: 

write (out,'(6e11.5,i4,i2,i3,i5)') (data(i),i=n+1,n +6),mat,mf,mt,ns 

More advanced programs improve accuracy of data in output file using special algorithms: 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 

character*11 out11 ! function: converts double -> character*11 with max precision 
write (out,'(a11,i4,i2,i3,i5)') (out11(data(i)),i=n +1,n+6),mat,mf,mt,ns 

Reading programs should be able to input data by simple FORTRAN statement READ to read 

formatted text data (today FORTRAN compilers are very flexible reading numbers from text files): 

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
do ... 
  read (in,'(6e11.0,i4,i2,i3,i5)') (data(i),i=n+1,n +6),mat,mf,mt,ns 
enddo 
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How the accuracy of data stored in output ENDF-6 file can be improved in practice? For example, 

FORTRAN can read formatted data with fixed width without symbol ‘E’ for exponent (it should have 

sign explicitly written) - this is widely used in ENDF files. Also, for some values, data can be stored 

without exponent at all - written using format ‘F’ instead of ‘E’ (partially implemented in PREPRO-

2007). So, having in a program REAL*8 variable R=123.456789123456 instead of writing to the file  

[ 1.2346E+02] we can write [123.4567891] improving accuracy from 5 to 10 digits (this is correct only 

for positive numbers values between 0.1 and 9999999999.5).  

Are all these tricks well known? Are all possible improvements already fully implemented? Not true - 

even recently released libraries have ENDF-6 files with data which can be presented with better 

accuracy in many-many cases. How? In three ways: (a) by eliminating space before positive numbers, 

(b) by dropping decimal point, (c) wide usage of ‘F’ format. For example, 

(a)   instead of [ 1.767138-5 ] we can have [1.767138 1-5 ] improving accuracy from 7 to 8 digits* 

(b)   instead of [-7.31592-10 ] we can have [-731592 1-16 ] improving accuracy from 6 to 7 digits* 

(ab) instead of [ 4.68006-10 ] we can have [468006 12-17 ] improving accuracy from 6 to 8 digits* 

(c)   instead of [-1.269414+2 ] we can have [-126.9414 12] improving accuracy from 7 to 9 digits** 

*Values from original ENDF-6 file of JENDL-4.0u library (release 2012), U-233, MF33, MT1 

**Value from original ENDF-6 file of ENDF-B/VII.1, Mn-55, MF32, MT151 

Examples of presentation of REAL*8 variables in ENDF-6 files with precision better than 7 digits (can 

be read by usual FORTRAN formatted reading statements): 

 In memory:      File:123456789.1   Mantissa  Exponent 
 1.23456789123D-038   12345679-45   8 digits  2 digits 
 1.23456789123D+106   12345679+99   8 digits  2 digits 
-1.23456789123D-093   -1234568-99   7 digits  2 digits 
 1.23456789123D+017   123456789+9   9 digits  1 digit 
-1.23456789123D-002   -12345679-9   8 digits  1 digit 
 .123456789123        .1234567891  10 digits  none 
 123.456789123        123.4567891  10 digits  none 
 1234567891.23        1234567891.  10 digits  none 
-123.456789123        -123.456789   9 digits  none 
 12345678912.3        12345678912  11 digits  none 
 99999999999.3        99999999999  11 digits  none 
-1234567891.23        -1234567891  10 digits  none 
-9999999999.23        -9999999999  10 digits  none 

Improvement of precision in ENDF-6 file to have additionally 1, 2, 3 digits in mantissa may look 

unimportant, but if it goes via chain of programs it can accumulate some difference in the final 

results – see in Appendix-1 part of PENDF file produced by PREPRO codes with advanced conversion 

and “standard” conversion developed in PREPRO - even number of intervals was changed, because 

energy was stored more precisely.  

Conclusion  

Precision of ENDF-6 files can be improved by 1 to 3 digits (from 6-7 to 7-10) with small modifications 

of writing part of programs and without any modifications of reading part. 

Part-2. Removing limitations in data precision (and capacity for integers) in 

ENDF-6 files: unrealistic solutions, hiding format, software interface. 

Part-1 of this document describes ways of improvement of precision of the data stored in ENDF-6 

files without any modifications of the reading part of the programs. Part-2 describes options which 

can significantly improve precision – these are radical solutions which would not only change format, 

but also require revision of both input and output parts of the programs dealing with ENDF-6 files.  

(Most likely they are rather theoretical and never be implemented.) 

25-Mn- 55 IAEA Eval-Feb11 IAEA  
MF33:MT16                   +digits 
[ 1.795040-1] -> [.1795040123] +3 
[ 8.454340-2] -> [.0845434012] +2 
[ 9.532870-3] -> [95328701-10] +1 
MF32:MT151 
[ 4.145117-3] -> [41451171-10] +1 
[ 1.120613-2] -> [.0112061312] +2 
[-1.108435+0] -> [-1.10843512] +2 
[-7.367702-5] -> [-7367702-11] == 
[-1.081405-3] -> [-.001081405] == 
[-6.542516-4] -> [-6542516-10] == 
[-3.285303-2] -> [-32853031-9] +1 
[-1.269414+2] -> [-126.941412] +2 
[ 9.687644+1] -> [96.87644123] +3 
[ 4.772108+3] -> [4772.108123] +3 
[-7.530070-5] -> [-7530070-11] == 
 [-7.02505-17] -> [-7025051-23] +1 



General remark. 

The main problem in any significant change in ENDF-6 format is not really a change of data format – 

it is the necessity to modify a lot of programs dealing with ENDF-6 files (with subsequent testing and 

debugging). This is obvious. What is not obvious – how many really big/complex programs should be 

modified and how complex are these modifications. The most important question is: how good (or 

whether at all) is input/output (I/O) part of the programs separated from the main logic of program? 

In another words: if read/write statements are mixed with calculations then program source should 

be modified in many places with high risk of mistakes; if program reads all necessary data from 

ENDF-6 file to internal data structures (variables and arrays), then performs calculations and outputs 

results if necessary to ENDF-6 file, then such a program can be modified easier.  

Solution-1. “ENDF-6*2 ” (doubled ENDF-6) (wide ENDF-6) 

Extension of the width (precision of real numbers and capacity of integer MAT, MF, MT, NS) could be 

done, for example, by simply doubling the space for every number (i.e. we go from 80 columns to 

160). Stupid? May be. But if such modification would be in accepted for cases where precision is 

really crucial (as some physicists claim), modification of programs would be pretty simple, straight 

forward and does not need any specific knowledge and intelligence efforts – just change everywhere 

in reading formats from  ‘(6E11.0,I4,I2,I3,I5)’ to ‘(6E22.0,I8,I4,I6,I10)’ for real data and 

MAT/MF/MT/NS for the basic lines, and trivial changes for MF1/MT451 section. 

Solution-2. “ENDF-6* ” (ENDF-6 star) 

Another solution: to stop using fixed width of the numbers (real and integer) in the basic lines and 

read all numbers using format (*). Variable width will allow any precision and will remove limitations 

to MAT numbers and numbers of MT (number of reactions). This would need somewhat more 

complex modifications of existing ENDF-6 files: now blanks will not be allowed inside one number; 

blank fields have to be properly recognized and replaced by zero’s. Some changes have to be done 

also for MF1/MT451 section. Reading statements in FORTRAN should be changed  

from 

      READ (in,‘(6E11.0, I4,I2,I3,I5)’) (data(i),i=1,6),mat,mf,mt,ns     

to 

      READ (in,*) (data(i),i=1,6),mat,mf,mt,ns 

or we can move all READ statements to common subroutine and call it 

      CALL endf6_read1line(in,data,mat,mf,mt,ns) 

So, in this type of subroutines we can hide actual implementation of input (and format!) from the 

main program, for example, we can change width from 11 to 22 or use variable width and format 

(*), drop NS from the file and generate it on the fly, etc.  

This is an important point: we have to enforce programs to read/write data to the files only via 

subroutines in order to prepare future changes in format. 

Program ENDF file 

read/write 

Program Subroutines ENDF file 



Solution-3. “ENDF-6+” (ENDF-6 plus) 

If we agree to modify programs reading and writing ENDF data files and allow this access only via 

software interface, we can think about more radical changes in ENDF files.  

Why do we keep MAT/MF/MT/NS column on the right side* and repeat them in every line? This is 

one of the factors limiting data precision. It is usually ignored in the reading of data arrays. We can 

have it only in a Record Headers. Do we need NS in every line? For eye checking (?); but having limit 

=5 digits, when it becomes greater than 99999 it restarts from 1, and it is misleading. 

*Note: EXFOR files, EXFOR dictionaries, X4TOC4 dictionaries are also designed with such a fashion, and there 

are also problems with growing length of the reaction-string, limited space for description of data columns, etc. 

Thinking even further about possible modifications of ENDF format in order to make it more flexible, 

allowing universal programming and future extension of data structures, we can come to the need 

to introduce there explicit description of ENDF Structures and Records - i.e. basic data containers. 

This means having in the file records with text “SECT”, “TEXT”, “CONT”, “HEAD”, “DIR”, “LIST”, 

“TAB1”, “TAB2” with parameters describing nested data structures (and finally arrays of numbers) 

located below these descriptive records. Using these descriptors we could automatically recognize 

low level structures and therefore should be able to write universal subroutines implementing 

input/output for low level data containers. We could also (perhaps) build interface for top level 

blocks - section or even for full evaluation. This would be very deep change, and it has to be 

compared with alternative options - main of them is format using XML language. 

Conclusion 

Solutions 1 and 2 look like patches and do not solve real problems of rigid structure, and do not 

open the gates for future extensions, but the idea of separation of programs from I/O 

implementation and accessing data only via subroutines can be useful for future extensions.  

Solution-3 can solve many problems of ENDF-6 format, it can be very effective for FORTRAN 

programs; comparing to XML - it does not have standard supporting software and tools, less 

universal, and needs more programming, but it can be simpler, faster and independent from 

external software producers. 

 

Part-3. XML language for storage of evaluated nuclear data files:  

steps of implementation. 

Using XML language can really solve the most of rigid structural problems of ENDF6 format. It is 

really universal and modern solution directed to the future. Although comprehensive 

implementation of all internal structures of evaluated nuclear data in XML language needs much 

effort, one of the most difficult problems will be the adaptation of existing big/complex codes to use 

new format. And there are two parts of this problem: 

1) to prepare software interface for existing programs accessing data in the new format. In 

practice this would mean making a FORTRAN library of accessing ENDF files and structures 

2) to adopt existing (mainly FORTRAN) codes to use this interface. This would mean deep 

inspection and modification of the source codes and may be even the structure of the programs 

So, we have two large tasks: to develop a new format based on XML and implement smooth 

transition of existing programs to use of new format. Note: although many individuals have 

developed their own I/O software libraries (on C, Java, FORTRAN languages) dealing with ENDF 

format, until now there is no common ENDF FORTRAN library. If such a FORTRAN library (even 



simple I/O library) existed and would be used by big codes, then we would not really have major 

problems switching to XML.  

Can we start to develop such a library for dealing with XML nuclear data files? No! XML for evaluated 

nuclear data is under development itself; it is not yet established and probably will be modified 

many times; we cannot really develop library with the format changing; we cannot guarantee that it 

will be fully working and debugged.  

How we can separate these two tasks and work on them in parallel and overall optimize our efforts 

and final result?  

Step-1. Because ENDF-6 format is well established and big codes work with ENDF-6 structured files 

(using ENDF data structures and logic), we can start to develop FORTRAN I/O library for work with 

ENDF-6 format (or select one of existing libraries). This task of step-1: to develop ENDF I/O FORTRAN 

library. It is not simple task. But even only analysis of requirements, planning data structures, 

subroutines on the top level and creating detailed specification of such library, without complete 

implementation, would be very useful for further steps. 

Step-2. Adopting big/complex/important codes to use this library. Separate input/output from the 

main logic of the codes. 

XML. Development and implementation of XML format for evaluated nuclear data and tools 

will go in parallel with steps 1 and 2. 

Step-3. When (and if) XML for ENDF will be ready and accepted, this FORTRAN I/O library has to be 

replaced by I/O interface to XML without changes in existing big codes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

Although it may look strange to start development of a universal FORTRAN library for ENDF-6 files 

after 20 years of existence of ENDF-6 format, and at the time when nuclear data community begins 

the development of a new (XML) format to replace ENDF-6 format, nevertheless, the steps described 

above can help to solve some current problems of ENDF-6 format, to prepare software structure to 

make transition to XML format for existing codes: smooth, understandable, tested and confirmed at 

the end. 
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Appendix-1 

 

PENDF file – result of PREPRO illustrating effect of my subroutine R8toChar11.for in comparison with OUT9X.F (conversion from REAL*8 to CHARACTER*11) 


